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SYSTEM ISSUES RELATED TO SATELLITE

COMMUNICATIONS3 IN A NUCLEAR ENVIRONMENT

Per A. Kullstam
PAIRCOM, Inc.
8508 Shadeway Place
Springfield, Va. 22153.

ABSTRACT

Nuclear induced signal scintillation effects are of great importance in
design and deployment of military satellite systems that must provide survivable and enduring communications service. The induced scintillation will result in Rayleigh signal fading with limited signal decorrelation time and coherent bandwidth of the transmission channel as well as reduced signal power
due to terminal antenna scattering loss.
In this environment the coherent bandwidth and signal decorrelation time
are most important design parameters for modulation subsystem design. The antenna scattering loss is important for link power budgets and satellite network loading.
1. BACKGROUND

A high altitude nuclear detonation emits atomic particles and high energy photons, x-rays and y-rays, that cause strong ionization of the gas in atmosphere and ionosphare. At lower altitudes the gas pressure is sufficiently
high to cause very rapid recombining and annihilation of the charged particles while in the ionosphere, at the altitudes of about 100 to 1000 Km, the
ionization will persist for substantial periods of time and affect signal
propagation from minutes to hours and even days.
A hostile adversary may therefore elect to greatly increase the number
of electrons and charged particles (ions) in the ionosphere to such a degree
that it will cause mW.tipath scattering effects of satellite communications
signals passing through it. Strong ionization levels will affect and may
even completely disrupt the satellite communications signal if this situation
is not guarded against by proper design of the modulation subsystems and suf-

ficient link power budget margins are used in engineering the communications
networks.
The net result of the induced signal multipath propagation effects is

that the signal power does not reach the terminal from the axial direction of
the satellite but within an an jler distribution about this "line of sight"
direction. The angular distribution of signal components making up the composite signal has been determined to be approximately Gaussian [1]. That is,

the probability e.nsity
P(ex ,ey) - [1/(2waxoy) ]exp[-(0x/a x ) 2/2-8
(y/y)22/21,

1-1

where ex, ey represent the angular deviation from the direct path and
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are the variances of the angular deviations.

The probability density is

nor-

malized to unit "mass" which is very appropriate to a direct description of
the forward scattering situation since there is no loss of average signal power through the scintillation medium but rather an angular re-distribution
of the total sJgnal power into components by the multipath scattering process. Simply, forward scattering implies that the transmitted signal from a
satellite will "sooner or later" reach the earth but not necessary through
the direct path. Therefore, we may determine the average signal power at an
earth terminal by first determininZ the power level in the case of no signal
scintillation (the normal case) and apply the angular distribution of (1-1)
to this power and determine the signal power level received at the earth terminal when signal scintillation is present. Note, even though we have referred to a satellite downlink in developing the rationale for the probabilistic
description of the nuclear induced signal scintillation channel, it applies
equally well to an uplink signal by the virtue of the general law of transmission reciprocity between transmit and receive terminals.
The angular distribution of signal components from the scintillation
medium
That is, the variances
2 will generally not be rotationally symmetric.
0; (y may not be equal. It is due to the influence of the earth's magnetic
fie ldon the moving charged particles which cause them "gyrate" about the

magnetic field lines.

Thus, the scattering effect will be accentuated in the

direction along these lines and less so perpendicular to them.
The x and y
axes In (1-1) are chosen in such a way that they line up with the major and
minor axes of the angular signal distribution. From theoretical considerations the two variances are related t- the maximum medium angular scattering
2
variance o.
as

°

C/(9,
cos 2 (4)+225sin

where K2(W)
2

a

Gy
2

(#)

a /3(f),
1+224sin

1-2
2

(#), and thus

2

1-3

y o/K2(#),

where # is the signal penetration angle through the scintillation medium relative to the magnetic field.
[The angle # = 0 if the propagation path is
parallel to the magnetic field lines.] As 1 < K(#) < 15 with K(O) = I for

# - 0, we have in this case oy2 a

2

= o 2e and a symmetric angular scattering

distribution. This case Is almfost possible for a terminal located due north
or south of a geosynchronous satellite. For a terminal at the equator the
penetration angle 4 - v/2 (90 degrees) and we have the most nonsymmetric case
with a2y , o 2x/225 and ax2 ,20./15, which shows that the angular scattering dispersion is strongly reduced, by a factor of 15, from the maximum medium angular scattering in the scintillating volume.

2. RECEIVED SIGNAL FADE CHARACTERISTICS

There are several important factors to consider for satellite communications network design and link power budget determination to achieve the required communications performance under nuclear stressed situations. Specifically,
the effects of Rayleigh signal fading, signal decorrelation time,
channel coherent bandwidth and terminal antenna scattering loss wilV be con-

sidered.
The well developed multipath situation caused by nuclear induced signal
scintillation implies that both the inphase [VSx(t)] and quadrature phase
(4Sy(t)] components of a signal will be uncorrelated Gaussian distributed
random processes with zero mean and equal variance. This situation is referred to as Rayleigh fading which is alternatively characterized by a uniform
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phase distribution and an exponential received power probability density

p(S(t)IS) M (1/8)exp[-S(t)/S],

2-1

where S(t) - SEx2(t)+y2(t)] Is the instantaneous received power level and S
denotes the average received signal power level over time. [Generally, the
amplitude probability density p(aIS) = (2a/S)exp(-a 2/S) is referred to as the
Rayleigh distribution which is equivalent to (2-1) with a - 4S(t).] In other
words, Instead of receivlng the power level S(t) - S at all times, the receive power level will be random at any given time instant governed by (2-1)
and also varying with time. The time varying nature of the signal is fully
defined statistically by the signJal auto-correlation function which from the
Gaussian nature of the angular scattering distribution as well as from the
gain pattern of a circular antenna can be expressed as
2-2

R(T) a E[x(t)x(t')]+E[y(t)y(t')]
2
7 - t-t'
- exp[-(/1 0 ) ],

- ECy(t)y(t')].
The parameter i o is referred to as
where also E[x(t)x(t')]
the decorrelation time and signifies that the signal values separated in time
by i - io for each of the quadrature components have a correlation equal to

exp%-1).
The Rayleigh fading situation is completely characterized by the
average received power level, the exponential distribution of the instantaneous power and its covariance function.
Associated with a wide sense stationary process, whose autocorrelation
is its power spectral
function R(i) only depends time displacement t - t-t',
density

S'(f)

2

- 4W1oexp[_((Wof) ]

2-3

obtained as the Fourier transform of (2-2), that physically represents the
power spectral density of a received CW signal undergoing signal fading. If
we define the signal bandwidth B a 1/4wro, then only erf(wfoB/2) a 0.79 or
about 80 percent of the power will be received within this bandwidth for a
transmitted CM tone.
This tone spectral spreading places a lower bound on
the minimum detection bandwidth and the maximum modulation symbol period for
which the received signal can be efficiently received.

The effects of angular scattering defined byor

alternatively

by the corresponding equivalent "antenna gains" GOx M 2 x and Gay - 2/aye
adjusted by the influence of terminal antenna gain GT, will affect the decor-

relation, the channel coherent bandwidth and the antenna scattering loss.
Specifically, we have the result for the signal decorrelation time
To

, 1/[(Vx/Lox) 2 +(Vy/toy) 2 ]1/2,

where Lox " (x/2w)VGx, toy a (X/2w)dG

24

with Gx - GT+GOx, Gy M GT+ Gay, and

where k is the free space wavelength oi"the transmitted signal ani vx -wd-Vy
are tite velocity components associated with the scattering medium motion reconciitions the
to the terminal.
Under strong nuclear scintillation
lative
terminal antenna gain GT is typically much larger than Gax and Gay and then
tox and toy approach their 12
common
minimum value (A/2w)4GT that leads
to the
2
ecoreltio
tie
minium
minimum decorrelation time o - (A/2wv)4GT = D/2v, where v = 4(vx+vy) is the
The last
equality holds for a circular dish anrelative wedium velocity.

tenna having the gain GT = (wD/A)z,

where D is the antenna diameter.

Thus,

the minimum decorrelation time of the signal is governed by the antenna size
In Table
and not by the antenna gain and angular scattering of the medium.
2-1 the minimum signal decorrelation time is given for the various antenna
gains.
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Table 2-1

Minimum Sional Decorrelation Time in a

Strono Nuclear Induced Scintillation Evironment.

Terminal Antenna
Gain
(Size at 7/8 GHz)

Relative Velocity, v
100 m/s
300 m/s
1000 M/s

GT w 62 dB
- 58
- 52

(60')
(40')
(20')

to a 91.4 mS
= 61.0
= 30.5

= 30.5
- 20.3
- 10.2

- 44

(8')

= 12.2

M 4.1

a 1.2

= 35

(33")

-

1.4

w 0.4

4.2

-

ml

= 9.1 me
n 6.1
u 3.1

The signal decorrelation time is directly related to the fade rate of
the signal defined as the average number of times per second the signal power
is less than a certain threshold level ST . Specifically, the fade rate and
the average fade duration [2]
Rf a (/io)4(2ST/wS)exp(-ST/S),
Tfade - to4 (wS/2ST)[exp(ST/S)-1],

Hz

2-5

seconds.

If we consider the threshold ST/S - 1/4 -- that is, ST is 6 dB below the
average power level S -- the fade rate becomes 0.311/i o and the average fade
duration is 0.712io. The maximum fire rate is l/io(ve) - 0.342/zro, which
occurs for ST/S = 1/2, or for a 3 dB margin threshold. We see that the fade
rate is about 1/3 of 1/to and not equal to i/i o as commonly thought. Between
the deep fades the signal is above this threshold and we can determine the
average "strong" signal period

Tsignal

-

I/Rf-Tfade

M "%o4(wS/2ST),

2-6
seconds,

associated with the fading signal process.
In Table 2-2 we have deteiined
the fade rate and average duration for various signal decorrelation Iimes.
In the technical development above we tacitly assumed single link fadIng, i.e., uplink or downlink fading. However, if we do experience simultan-

eous uplink and downlink fading and we use a transponder satellite, the combined signal variation will not constitute Rayleigh fading. It can be shown
that the received signal has a uniform phase ditribution and a "Bessel" power
probability density [2]
p(S(tIS) - (2/S)Ko[2V(S(t)/S)],

T OP-e]
S- b ),tir-the modified Be"l
+Y1 (t)]x3

2 (t)+y

(t)

function-of -swcorvd-kv

2-7
and-S (t)

-Stxft

with subscripts I and 2 refering to the uplink and down-

link, respectively.

This distribution leads to Laplace distributed inphase

and quadrature components
2-8

pEx(t)] - exp[-21x(t)I]

ply(t)]

-

exp[-21y(t)I],

where x(t)+iy(t)

-

[Xl(t)+1yl(t)][x 2 (t)+iy2(t)] is the normalized received

signal.

[It should be noted that since the two quadrature components x(t)

and y(t) are not Gaussian distributed, they are not uncorrelated md statistically independent even if the signal phase 4
argtx(t)+iy(t)] is still
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Table 2-2 Signal Fade Sate. Averame Fade Datiq"
Period: RaYleiah Fmring. Fafe T1hreshold 5T

S

signal Decorrelat ion
Time
To

311.0
31.1
3.1
0.3

uniformly distributed [0,2w).]
R()

Average

Fade Rate
Rf

I mf
10
100
1,000

- R1 (i)R2 (1)
- exp[-(1/10 )2 ].

_--_M

Fade Duration
Tfade

Signal Period
Tsignal

0.7 ma
7.1
71.2
712.0

2.5 as
25.1
251
2,510

Hz

The signal correlation function
2-9

I M t-t,

where (1/to)2 a (1/1o1)2+(1/1o2)2 relates the resulting signal decorrolation
time 'to with those of the upllnk (1o1) and downlink (o2),
respectively.

3.

RECEIVIED SIGNAL COHIRENT BANDWIDTH

Closely associated with the decorrelation time of the signal is the coherent bandwidth (f.)
of the transmission channel.
This performance parameter determines the maximum (approx.) bandwidth that allows for non distorted
digital signal transmissions and is directly tied to the multi-path delay
spread in the channel.
The effective coherent bandwidth is also governed by
02 and o and the terminal antenna gain GT, or equivalently Gx a GT+Gox and
Gy . GT+ Gay.

From geomertic considerations E2],
'

fO " (c/4wh)[(I/Gx+I/Gy)/2]

*

Hz,

we have the result
3-1

where c denotes the speed of propagation and h is the effective height (distance) to the scattering volume from the terminal. For strong scintillation
conditions both 0 x and Gv approach GT and fo - (c/4wh)GT.
Thus the minimum
coherent bandwidth is dtermined by the terminal antenna gain and the effective scattering volume height.
This observation is most important from a
systems engineering point of view; a satellite network with a certain minimum
size of earth terminals can be ensured a significantly larger coherent bandwidth than that which the scintillation medium itself defines to a very small
(oani directional) antenna.
(Tha' is, if we let GT approach zero above].
In
Table 3-1 the minimum coherent bandwidth-has been- determi d -for various size
terminal antennas.
The important observation to be made is that the mirimum signal decorrelation time and coherent bandwidth are lower bounded by the terminal antenna
gain, the terminal-satelite geometry and the velocity of the scattering medium. The results are not dependent on the angular attering variances which
are strongly dependent on the nuclear senario. This Implies that if the minimum decorrelation and coherent bandwidth results are used as design criteria for the modulation subsystem developments the resulting design will meet
operational requirements for all nuclear senarlos.
Again we have tacitly only considereed a single link.
If we consider
both uplink and downlink fading, the resultant channel coherent bandwidth fo
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TebJ1

3-1

nlinim. Simal
A

amm Nuclear M
Terminal Antenna

Gain
GT

62 db
= 58
"32
a44

is

fo = 126
a
50
- 13
a
2.0

(604)
(40')
(20')
(8')
(33")

.35

Can
nvironment .,

Ofctive
300 ka

(Size at 7/8 oz)

=

oher nt Bandwidth in a

. scintl1I

.250

kHz

geight,
1000 km
38 Mix
= 15
a
3.8
a 600 kHz
75

h
3000 km
13 Ift
5.0
1.3
- 200 ktz
M 25

given by
2

(1/fo)

m (1/fol)2+(1/fo2)

2

3-2

in terms of the uplink (fol) and downlink (fo2) coherent bandwidths, repectively (2].

4. ANTENNA SCAT'MRING LOSS
Even if the ente n*
scattering los does not affect the modulation subsystem design oe will briefly mention its
effect.
The average receive power
level is also affected by the angular scattering of the medium and the terminal gain as the limited beam width of an antenna will reject signal component
with large scattering angles. Specifically, the net received (average) signal power level

B = So/E(1+GT/Gex)+(GT/Goy)] S/2,

4-1

where S 0 is the received2 power level beforp the nuclei- event and as before
Gox a 2/ax, and gay a 2 /ay are the equivalent terminal g9ins associated with
the angular scattering provess [2].
Thus, the terminal antenna sc.ittering

loss

l o

s loe
1 g0(s /s )

dB

a Slog( l+Grj/G 6 x)+5log(

expressed

in

decibels,

it

is

4-2

4G T

i G O y)

Important to recognize

that

aince typically

0a /K2()
2
< d or equivalently G a GaxK(#) >> go, where K2(4) Z 1+
224stn1(0) with 4 being the signal penetration angle through the scattering
volumc, the antenna scattering loss will be dominated by the first term of
(4-2).
depend

In Table 4-i we have illustrated the antenna scattering 104s as it
on ths various terminal sizes.
5.

MLIN(

AND DOWNLIhK FADING

With respect to simultaneous uplir,, anrC dow.plnk fading usln% a transponder satellite
the zesulting signal fading characteristics my be viewed

as "the pcoduct" of two Rayleigh fading variables resulting in the bessel
type received power or signal amplitude vrcbswbility ditributions.
This
mOdel assumes that the doiiniink is received by a terminal that tt thermal
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Table 4-1

Terminal Antegn Scatterin
Illustrative
le.

Loss

Penetration Angles * - 27.9 Degrees, [K2 ()15 dS.]
Equivalent Antenna Gains: Gdx
40 d9, Goy - 55 dB.

Terminal Antenna
Gain
GT a
a
a
-

62 d1

58
52
44
35

Terminal Antenna

(Size at 7/8 GHz)
(60')
(40')
(20')

Scattering Loss
Ls a 11.0+3.9 w 14.9 dB
a 9.0+2.4 a 11.4
6.1+0.9 - 7.0
W 2.7+0.2 a 2.9
0.6+0.0 - 0.6

(8')
(33")

front-end noise limited. That is by a small, low gain, earth terminal. Now
if the signal is received by a large earth terminal for which the thermal
front-end "noise floor" is insignificant relative to the noise level established by all other signals, the multiple access or interference signals,
received from the satellite this noise level will also experience the same
downlink fading as the desired signal.
This implies that the effective received signal-to-noise ratio will not very due to downlink fading and generally the automatic gain control (AGC) in the receiver will maintain an almost
constant detection signal level with respect to downlink fading.
However,
downlink fading will result in phase modulation which can not be removed by
the AGC and therefore downlink fading will affect the receiver demodulation
Performance.
Even If the receiver performance degradation from phase variations alone
does not lend itself to analytical solutions we may be Justified by using the
small terminal model to bound the problem while we recognize that we need not
account for antenna scattering loss for the downlink as long as the receive
terminal noise level Is set by the mother" rwccived signals from the satellite.
We know that the average fade rate is about 1/3i o and thus the "deep"
fades are separated in average by At a 3% for which the normalized signal
autocorrelation eunction R(At) - exp[-(&tZ 0 )2] a 1x10- 4 .
In other words,
the signal is virtually uncorrelated within a fraction of the average fade
separation in time.
Thus, we may attribute the signal decorrelation to the
random phase process associated with the fading process and base the modulation subsystem designs not only on Rayleigh signal fading but on the Bessel
type fading as well.
6. SYSTEMS ENGINING IMPLICATIONS
Hor importantly than the actual expressions for the signal decorrelation
time (%o),
coherent bandwidth (fe) and the terminal antenna scattering loss

(Me ) is the fact that these characteristics are all governed by the angular
scattering distribution and In particular the angular scattering variances
O and
or equivalently the equivalent antenna gains Gox and G0 y.
This

4y,

implies that as the angular scattering distribution changes over time the

three characteristics also change together in time. Specifically, the miniaum correlation time (fast signal fading), the minimum coherent bandwidth and

the maximum antenna scattering loss are tied together and when we experience
long signal decorrelation times (slow signal fading) the coherent bandwidth
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LF generally extremely large and the antenna scattering lose Is negligible.
The question often raised iss how Is It Possible to mitigate against nuclear Induced signal scintillations that will cause P"yleigh fading and associated signal decorrelat ion time and coherent baxidwidth limitations? First,
it Is necessary not to employ a larger Instantaneous transmission bandwidth
+Nm the minimum channel coherent band~width for an EC modulation subsystem
whe.,zetver the .Aigital transmission rates; are comparable and lower than the
mea.imum receivtJ signal. fad* rate.
However, the total transmission bandwidth, or spread spectrtvm modulation bandwidth, may be made much larger than
the coherent bandwidth by using frequency hopping since the bandwidth associated with each hop is the Instantaneous bandwidth of the signal and much
smallor,
At the receiver it Is necessary to restrict the demodulation coherence (integration) time to a value comparable or loe than the minimum
signa! dscorrelation time. This constraint still allows for non-coherent
combiri-2 of many signal elements (chips) corresponding to a bit or trans-

mission symbol.
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